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Governor for Social Commitment Project of Army
Itanagar, Nov. 24: Social commitment of the Army is very important to win the hearts
and minds of the people of this Frontier State, said Arunachal Pradesh Governor Gen JJ
Singh when Maj Gen SS Dasaka of Eastern Command, Kolkata along with Brig BK
Pandey and Brig Jarken Gamlin of 4 Corps called on him at Raj Bhavan on Nov 24 last.
Good will gestures like opening of schools, nurseries or hospital can do lots of difference.
Along with other projects of the Army, Sadbhavana projects should come up in order to
create good environment, he added, reports PRO to Governor.
Assuring his all out help for any developmental project of the Armed Forces in
Arunachal Pradesh, Governor pointed, people over here in general are very positive
towards the Army and therefore rising to their expectations, we must implementation
projects in a time bound manner.
Sharing his experiences as Commanding Officer in early seventies in the State
with the Army Officers, Gen Singh advised them on team work, bonding amongst the
personnel and officers and utmost care for every member of the unit. We don’t want
peacetime widows, he pointed.
Governor also stressed on the Army officers to take lead in preserving the rich
flora and fauna of the State.
Informing them of first ever State level Rally of Ex Servicemen at Itanagar on 4th
December 2010, former Chief of Indian Army advocated that 4 Corps, 3 Corps and
Eastern Command as a whole must play lead roles in conducting the rally, so that it is
organized in a befitting manner.
Earlier, Maj Gen Dasaka with a help of PowerPoint apprised the Governor of
infrastructural developmental projects and its teething problems in implementation in the
State. He went on to suggest for a labour bank in the State and also emphasized on
encouraging ex-service men to participate in the projects of the Army.
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